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Energy Edge is a large-scale research and demonstration project funded by the Bonneville Power
Administration to test energy conservation in commercial buildings. The project involves intensive build
ing computer simulation work using an hourly analysis program, DOE2.1C. We have written a set of
guidelines that distills the experience we have gained from the building simulation work. The two primary
purposes of the guidelines are to advise conservation program managers on the use of modeling, and to
improve the accuracy of design-phase computer models.

This paper provides an overview of the guidelines. We address at some length a few of the more impor
tant issues raised in the guidelines. These include: (1) what program managers can reasonably expect
from computer simulation, (2) what program managers can do to improve the reliability of simulation in
their programs, (3) what are some of the main sources of discrepancies between the savings predictions
of design-phase models and those of as-built or calibrated (4) which simulation have the
J,;.,AVUa.Vli:71l.- impact on the results, and (5) what modelers can do to minimize error in their work.

Introduction

is a research and demonstration
project funded by the Bonneville Power Administration

This was initiated to determine
whether commercial buildings can be designed and
constructed to use at least 30% less energy than if they
were and built to meet the regional model energy
code, the Model Conservation Standards (MCS) developed
by the Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation
Planning Council. Secondary objectives of the project are
to determine the incremental costs and energy savings of a
wide of energy conservation measures (ECMs) and
to compare the accuracy of design-phase
models with models that are calibrated with monitored
OUJUOlln2 data. commercial buildings were
selected to participate in Energy Edge. All but two were
new construction.

for energy

and weaknesses of

@ discusses the value of
conservation programs

® discusses
models

lbe Simulation of Commercial
hereafter called the

liU.lae~lln.es'J distills the experience gained from intensive
CornPllter building simulation work for the

The purpose of the Guidelines is twofold: to
advise conservation program managers on the use of
modeling, and to the accuracy of design-phase

models. To achieve these purposes, the
Guidelines:

nll~r"'U1 ,!"'IAoO basic reQiuu~errlents for model documentation.

n1"'r,,'u1,!"'IAoO R;UJlaeJlm~~S for developing baseline models

most of our Edge is associated
with the DOE2 software, we have attempted to make the
Guidelines more broadly applicable.

In the area of research, Bonneville decided to pay special
attention to the methods for determining actual energy
savings. Typically, design-phase computer analysis must
deal with relatively little information about the reality of a
specific building and its operation. Energy Edge attempted
to expand the present limits of energy modeling by moni
toring the selected buildings in great detail and then using
the monitored data to ground the models in reality. This
resulted in at least three distinct models for each moni
tored building--the design-phase model, the as-built
model, and the calibrated tuned) model.

drivers@ discusses that are un'usllalJly
of energy use and model InaCCtlra(~v



In this research, .Kaplan Engineering was responsible for
the coordination of the as-built modelers and the review of
the as-built building models as well as the calibration of
the models to monitored data. It is this experience that has
led to the Guidelines for Simulation of Commer
cial tlUHalLn~S.

Bonneville is now incorporating the Guidelines into the
and operation of its Energy Smart Design (ESD)

program. The ESD program is Bonneville's primary vehi
cle for energy from commercial build

in the Pacific Northwest

@ Simulation input. This section covers the most critical
aspects of loads, systems, and central plant input,
including: zoning, infiltration, window and wall
U-values, shading and solar gain, daylighting, thermal
mass, unconditioned spaces, interior walls, above
ceiling spaces, heat loss to ground, weather, general
receptacle loads, computer rooms, lighting, commer
cial refrigeration, cooking equipment, HVAC equip
ment capacity and part-load efficiency, HVAC
controls, multiple zone systems, ventilation, fans
schedules and supply air volume, fan heat, and hidden
energy users.

input
energy use indices

contents for model@ Recommendations for
documentation.

@ Three for model error
output check, and check

compiled by others.

$ Development of the baseline model (the building as
modeled without This section presents guide
lines for developing consistent and reasonable
baselines.

include:

The first part presents
pel~splect:lve of the conservation pro-

® Alternatives and COlnpJlerrlents to mc.aeun:f2:.

Organization of the Guidelines

@ The and weaknesses of This
section seeks to the program manager better
decide when and when not to use mC~C1e_l1nj2;.

The Guidelines has two main
mOdelln2 from the
gram manager.

®

®

Basic control pr()CelC1Ul~es.

Areas for further research.

The and ImJ:Hlc:atUJns
errors. 'Ibis section has the
progranl managers a more realistic UnlC1el"stand:lng
what can from mc~ae.unJg.

in the context of the

1be of the Guidelines several techni
cal aids for the modeler. These include a table of
V-values for wans and roofs (corrected for
tables of Eill values end-use for various building

recommended default occupancy schedules for
various building types, and salnple controls sequences and
n,::lo11"1"n-r"tn'!l1"llI"'·a. specifications for our Renaissance modeler.

Modeling From the Program
anager's Perspective

The second
modelers.

rn'~~p:nt~ detailed technical 2Ulldejllnt~S for
include:

In this section we discuss a few of the major modeling
of interest to conservation program managers$ The

Guidelines expands upon these and other related topics.

Discussion of how modelers can interact actively with
their simulations$

nnW'nllll'''\W'lII'!:il''o Application of Simulation

Computer simulation of building energy performance can
be an expensive endeavor. For this reason, program
managers want to know when this expense is warranted.
Whole-building modeling is not necessarily the optimal
tool for an energy analysis. It should not be used when a
more simple or less costly method of analysis can yield
adequate results. Similarly, a complex software program
should not be used when a simple one can adequately
address a specific building or ECM. Complex programs
do not yield more accurate results.

model

role for the modeler--that
in that

aimed at

A for an
rnodelers take more
recommended ECMs are
The Guidelines recommends that modelers write
detailed np.~I"-tn·Mn'!JInr\p, C'<i"'llon... 1-1l,t"'HJlf"1I"'W'IlC' and check design

dOCUlnents and submittals.

®

® Common sources of simulation error$
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(Conversely, a simple program should not be used when a
more complex one is needed to adequately address specific
ECMs or buildings.)

On the other hand, program managers may see some value
in a standardized approach to energy analysis. This
permits easier review of modelers' work and eliminates
discrepancies due to different software. It does not
however eliminate discrepancies due to different lTIodelers
or techniques. It also tends to force selection of software
suited to the common denominator (Le. the most
demanding building or This can be expensive.

Sometimes the
weaknesses or error.

Can be used for program evaluation? More
research is needed on the statistical of model
predictions. The project case studies indicate
a strong variability in the results from different models,
modelers, and model- es. This may tend to
disappear and the estimates become more reliable when
applied to a very number of it
has to be determined if (with its
is more accurate than other lower cost evaluation tech-

when over a number of OUllIQllD.2;S.
In general, modeling is best suited for the of
ECMs that either interact with or directly affect HVAC
performance. An important exception to this is
light-di~g controls in day-lit buildings. is
overkill for analysis of ECMs that yield to manual
calculations. We also suggest that energy
COlTIputer programs are poor tools for ""''"'''.U..I!..M:::Jl,i.I....lJl;:;..

electrical demand or for HVAC eql1uprnel1lL

M()a.e~lml2 is one of the technical tasks in a
successful conservation program. Model estimates cannot
be reliable for many ECMs if the ECMs are not Install.eo,

and maintained
many of the failure of non-

commissioned ECMs.

modelersI f the infrastructure cannot
who have those then
reCIUllrea trallnu1lg should be considered.

We recommend that every model on which
decisions are to be based should be

reviewed a modeler. Review should
include the baseline tTIodel as wen as the as-ae~Hgllea

model.

We recommend that utilities ae,reiC)D minimum
cations for their modelers and that enforce them.
vu.allllclCltU)nS should include in modeling a
wide rangf' of and OUllldJlll2
with several different software programs. If it is
that programs win be
reQIUlr'ea~ then extensive in such programs
should be <r~(,lnl1rP:('m of the modelers. We also believe
that HVAC is valuable to
a modeler~ It a real-world that

who model do not have.

uanty

Models are and vulnerable to error. Models are
to error as sponges are to water. simulation is
often the best available method forECM

But it is a method that needs
control. We make several recommendations

control:

As a

tions~ Whenever
results of one form of .r:1l1"Hllil'!i!C!1IC!

should not resort to
~~'~'JrYlII~~r."Y" method can do the

as weB. is the program selected
should fit the it should not be selected for the
convenience or comfort of the modeler. Sometimes model-

can be with another form of
calcula~

should check the
another method.

IV1()Oe~UIllg can be no more accurate than the aSS;Unl1PtloI1S
that lie behind both the and the baseline

models. Even the lnodel
COIDP,Lex calculations on these ass:un:1Ptllons, the
result win be are l~he

Guidelines of some of
the lnore critical ass~unlptllons.

An accurate model can be useful on several levels. Most
it is used to estimate the energy of

ECMs. Financial decisions are based on these
estimates. decisions can also benefit from
mClae.un,~. The model can often illuminate obscure

ECM are estimated as the difference between two
models--the model and the baseline nl0del.
Modelers hT~i1("~III" turn Inost of their attention towards the
as-C1eSH2J:lea Inodel. But we have found the baseline model
to be one of the Inost sources of dlscre~pmlCH~S

between the estimates of different moaelffi2
1i""l><f"'r''lil'llrta. gluld.elllnes for baseline model

2 of the Guidelines.
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(3) Utilities should consider providing training to
modelers. This training should address both technical
modeling guidelines and program-related expectations.

The modeler should compare the end-use energy use
indices (Eills) of every baseline model to statistical
data for similar building types. Significant discrepan
cies should be investigated. The Guidelines provides
the statistical data as well as direction for this
comparison.

We recommend that modelers start any simulation with an
Opl.IDl:PIl about what the results should be. The modeler
should consider information about typica1:

(1) Btu per square foot per year total consumption by
building type,

(2) end-use breakdown fractions, and

For retrofit projects, modelers should compare the
baseline (the building before retrofit) to historical
billing data. Significant discrepancies should be

(6) The modeler should
modeL

document the

(3) shapes of annual consumptions.

The modeler should also have some sense of what the
energy savings for each ECM win be, either from back
of-the-envelope calculations or
experience.

Careless Errors. Look for careless errors in the

If the simulation results that fall dramatically
outside the range of results, the modeler's
most reasonable first reaction should be to to bring the
simulation into remaining open to the possi
bility that the simulation is correct. The order of attack
for bringing the simulation into line is and
should be as follows:

uidelinesechnical

Un()erltalIlltyJ is
in the above

will eliminate the grossest and most
errors. Then program managers can have some confidence
in the of modeled energy

Examine of the simulation
that lead to some clarification of the

difference betvveen simulation results and the expected
values.

this section we discuss a few issues
str~cueJgle.s. The Guidelines covers each of these topics

as wen as the other

from such mlSUI1Cle:fstan(:lln,gs.

un.aelrsUllllolng of the Simulation Reread
the sections of the simulation users ')
manual to check whether the simulation has been
n1l"1',n~1l"I'U un(jer,sto~Dd, and correct any errors resulting

Increased Attention to Input Detail. Consider redoing
more carefully any inputs that were developed in a
rush if it seems the difference might create a more
reasonable outcome.

Fiddling with with a of Uncer
tainty. Tweak uncertain inputs within a reasonable
range of values to move the simulation results toward
the expected answers. (This is complex and danger
ous. tweaking fi requires modeler experi
ence, judgem.ent, and -sn1",j::ll>n1l"lnT

The overall is thus first to increase accuracy, then
and fmany to consider that either there is a bug in

need to beCritical pa]ranlet~~rs,

written down

I-"iJ.fI::-tI'J'C'o.a"'l is a sman link in the chain of activities that
nf'()Cfl.lCe actual energy Once estimates
have been used to select an it is the of the

and
malmt:en;an(~e of the ECM that determine how much energy
is ~('"t1I1~I!I\J saved. We recommend that the modeler's role
be to assure that are
delivered.

assumed in the ~l'HlIU!t1'lt1

t.he modeler to serve
with assumed

and maintenance The modeler
should then check bids and equipment
submittals to assure that the na.':lI"1"n·~rn''3Inr~i::l< specifications are

met. The design whether are
written a manufacturer or a should indicate
that attention has been to the

tec]nnC~IO~~y to the 1~'.H.1"","".lA,l,"" iJ1UU<llnjg.
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the simulation or an error in the answers.
For unexpected ECM savings, try hand calculations to see
whether the same results can be approached manually.

and owners win often
schedules, our is that are, at best, only
tenlDc~ral11V correct.

If modelers don't start each simulation with an idea of the
reasonable range of outcomes, they will be at a disadvan
tage in routing out careless errors and misunderstandings
about how the simulation works. On the other hand, a
modeler who resorts to unrealistic inputs to generate what
appear to be the "right" outputs may be working from
erroneous preconceptions. ~~~~~~~~~~~~

In the course of re'\lrle\iVlD.Q
phase simulations of buildings, we found
that interior and exterior shading are among the most
commonly overlooked model inputs. We recommend that
the modeler assume, unless there is firm evidence to the

that the has occupant-operated
UJU!."'llo_JlJL&~. Extensive buildings or trees,
as wen as of the itself all need to be
taken into account the modeler.

Modelers
the effects of window frames and metal wall studs

on V-values. For windows with metal
frames that have no thermal an overall window
V-value more than the V-value of the double glazing
should be used. Metal waH studs should also be taken into
account when the average wall V-value. Heat
loss walls and windows is otherwise .... ".ro...,..,,~· .. ,....,.'8"Il*"I:"y

underestimated. The Guidelines includes an with
aCl1luslteO V-values.

.rnd-~ranonAlss;um~lJtJ~()ns", Modelers hTt'"'IIr-~III"

both the baseline and the
ac(~orld.ll1l2 to intent. and aUdlltUlj;!
PVl"\P-r1~n("p> tens us that this is not the case.
we are not that the modeler
simulate broken we are that
lTIodelers be aware of this issue and be humble about their
simulation estimates. Much anecdotal evidence suggests
that simulation based on intent is

nnSle,aOl,nj;! as to the true cost and energy savings of
these ECMs. It is critical that the owner (and, for
that matter, the energy understand that it is not
sufficient to and fund such ECMs.
attention to and maintenance is 1t"a.rnl1't"~n

data. "When
the

as the
overesthnates

we advise
1/3 to the

office
that nalneJJlalte

for
e(unPllTIelLlt Ir'l!~~'(~nn~9 comm.unication with M.A..
March

Most modelers exhibit SOlne biases in their selection of
modeling a~sumptions. In this section we discuss some of
the biases that have become from our

work.

Underestimates from rules of thumb. bqulf>mlent
loads for offices and tend to
be underestimated. The time-worn rule-of-
thumb has been 0.5 . Recent studies indicate that

of 1.0 to 1.5 is more '!lIn11"\1l"'I",n"l"·~_

.M.."Y'lIl.i'ffll-.lJ~~l&-al'", We '9ria.'"'S""11~T two C''lI.nr'nll't"'inOlli''ll~

modeler biases that relate to eCHUpJmelt1t power r1~rU::.'1t'lT·

(2) Overestimates from
modelers have access to

occurs. Use of nalnC1Jla1te c~aD2lclt:v

connected load in a
COltlstlmlD[H:ll1. As a

from theModelers should be cautious when
schedules in the

Modelers often assume that the AAfiO<-,JllL~'£..3."fi.fiO<-,

loads go to zero
data has shown that in fact 10% to 30 % of the JJ.Jl..fis..11.A"'JL11.J~fiO<-,

and at least 30% of loads are on
un~JCC:UP:led. hours in office and
Pratt Similar values to other comrnercial

The of the Guidelines includes
recommended default schedules for various bUlllOllnf!
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In small buildings, critical inputs include roof U-values,
heat loss to ground, and heat transfer through uncondi
tioned spaces such as attics, storage areas, and garages. In

OUlll(l1ng:s, zoning, economizer controls, air distribu
tion system type, and multiple-zone HVAC system
controls become more critical than in small buildings,
because many of the HVAC zones have no exterior wans
and therefore are cooled even in the winter.

(2) surfaces, scheduled loads, and controls provide
mechanisms for energy flow into and out of a zone.

One approach to zoning a building is to start with the
entire building as one zone and then subdivide that zone
as needed. If a single-zone model is sufficient for the
needs of a project, then there is no need to go any further
in zoning the building.

There are many different criteria which may be used to
determine additional zone boundaries. Five basic criteria
are usage, type of controls, solar gains, perimeter or
interior location, and fan system type. These five charac
teristics are sufficient to define almost an of the necessary
zone boundaries, yet there may often be special conditions
which require additional zones to be created 0 The Guide
lines provides specific and criteria for optimum
zoning.

Modelers often assume that infiltration air falls to zero
during periods of HVAC operation. This rests
on the assumption that system operation win result in
building pressurization. this presumes a well

wen-balanced, and properly operated air
distribution It also presumes the absence of other
infiltration-related effects such as tall building stack-effect,
a high frequency of occupant or customer entry and
egress, loading docks, and so forth~ The
presence of any of these effects should prompt the
modeler to reconsider infiltration input.

Infiltration can be one of the most
cant energy drivers in a building simulation. This is also
the simulation parameter about which the modeler is likely
to have the least information.

We recommend that the ASHRAE Standard 90.1
mandated value for infiltration during hours of no HVAC

0.038 is a reasonable beginning
assumption 1989). modelers should
consider the characteristics of the building being modeled
to determine its ultimate suitability. We further recom
mend, if the software package being used has the capa
bility, that the modeler split the volume between wind
dependent and wind-independent infiltration. We should
note, however, that DOE2 does a relatively poor job of
simulating wind-dependent infiltration. DOE2 modelers
often rightly choose to model infiltration as wholly wind
independent. Turning our attention to baseline building
input, we recommend that this model use the same infil
tration as the design model unless a specified ECM
directly affects infiltration.

In this section we discuss a few of the major of
simulation covered in the Guidelines. However,
these are condensations. The Guidelines covers each of
these in much as wen as InC~IU(jm2

the other mentioned n-r':::l\'1U1.t"'\11,r::!I1:!

imulation Input

svs;teITIS& and can
pr(~d.lcte:d energy consump-

IJUlldUt12S and served

For retrofit projects, the greatest difficulty is determining
how the existing equipment is controlled. Manual
adjustments to mixed air setpoints and unoccupied period
eqlllplmeltlt operation can have a critical impact on building
consumption, but are not easy to ascertain. When applying
ECMs to the simulation of an existing building, it is
critical to input actual (non-default) values for 11InnI"'\1i"ft!:unr

HVAC par'lmelters.

simulation is to take
rot"'\1'1r"tn~t:ll>V (a and to

model it as as as accurately as
necessary ~ One of the most critical is the of
the The more the the more

this becomes~ with a sman
number of zones are luuch easier to manage than bUlld.lJn~S

with an abundance of zoneso aU software programs
have SOUle limit as to the maximum number of zones that
can be modeled~

When a the first is to
zone the zone boundaries, it is
very to remember that: a zone represents a
mass of air on which a heat balance is performed, and

in shnulation models is based on, but is not identi-
cal to, HVAC Modelers combine HVAC
zones to make their models There can be one
or many HVAC zones in a model zone. There win rarely
be more than one model zone per actual HVAC zone.

1~ 142 ... ".............",..,"',,,.,. at a!~



Weather Files.. It is our experience from
and other modeling projects that minor variations in
weather input data usually have a relatively minor effect
on simulation results. Typically we find about a 5 % or
less annual difference between simulations using TMY
and site-gathered weather files 0 Monthly differences are,
of course, more noticeables But for design-phase model
ing, monthly energy consumption is usually not of
importance.

Interior Wallsl> Modelers can often avoid significant
extra modeling effort by ignoring interior walls. As a first
rule, the modeler can often not model an interior wall if
the thermostat schedules for the zones on either side of
the wall are the same in setpoints and hourly profiles.
However, the modeler must take care that an interior zone
with high internal heat gains (lighting, equipment, etc.)
has some means of transferring this heat to adjoining
perimeter zones. Otherwise, these interior zones may see
unoccupied period temperatures float absurdly highs In
addition, sometimes input of interior wans is needed to
properly simulate thermal mass or light-dimming controls
in day-lit buildings.

We recommend that the design-phase modeler use the best
available weather data for the location closest to

the project site. But we don't generally recommend that
the modeler (or the utility) spend additional time to gather
and process extensive site-specific weather data. A
compromise position that may have merit is to monitor or
otherwise acquire local outdoor dry bulb telnperature
only, and to integrate this series of values into the TMY
weather file.

we have found an to the statement
that minor local variations in weather has a minor
effect on simulation results. In one ge simula-
tion we found that an average local 5F increase in
dry bulb temperature from the TMY data resulted in a
70% to 80% increase in HVAC energy consumption
(Kaplan Engineering and Portland Energy Conservation,
!nco 1992). We believe that this degree of effect can occur
when the thermal balance temperature of a building is
close to the average annual dry bulb temperature $ The
effect Inay also be tied to the volume of outdoor air
introduced through infiltration and ventilationo

Typically, the design-phase modeler will not have accurate
information about the window units to be installed. If
modelers have knowledge of the specific window types to
be installed, then we recommend that they use the manu
facturer's rated window unit U-values (and shading
coefficients) as a first preference. If these are not
available, o~ are suspect, then the modeler should either
refer to the ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook (1989),
Chapter 27, Table or use the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory computer program WINDOW 3.1.

loads.

Window Unit U-Values~ In most commercial buildings,
the window units have a much greater effect on building
heating and cooling loads than do the exterior walls.
However, modelers often are comparatively careless with
their input of window unit characteristics. Window units
have U-value and shading coefficient characteristics that
can differ significantly from those of the glazing only.
Glazing characteristics must be adjusted to account for the
opaque frame area.

The Guidelines discuss at some length
the implication of building mass on energy behavior.
Thermal mass affects the timing of cooling loads as wen
as energy storage behavior. Thus inputs describing mass
can be in estimating load shapes and
coincident peak demand in buildings of construc-
tiona Accurate building simulation the
accuracy of setback and flushing savings

as well as the effects of solar gain on HVAC

with transient
SD~lce:--t,re(~allCUl.ate~a weighting factors and

custom factors. 'The program uses the precalcu
lated factors as a default. if modelers decline to select
a default selected one. The DOE2
Reference Manual 1980)

custom welgJJltm.2
with thermostat set-back and/or aU
solar buildings, masonry buildings, (4) heavy construc
tion buildings, (5) any in which it is necessary to
define the distribution of the solar radiation within the
DUIJOlng, and (6) located in sunny locations with

amounts of solar energy the spaces.

We have found that the use of custom weighting factors
instead of weighting factors has made a
~Jl&;;;.g...u.A.I.""UJlA" difference in heating and cooling end-uses in
blUldlJl12;S that meet some of the above descriptions. We

that the modeler follow the DOE2 reference
manual recommendations concerning when to use custom
we~12J:ltll1l2 factors.

InJ:i?rJrJ.fl1. .£.JV'MI'_,,;JJ.. The objects located in a building affect
the energy consumption of the building in two ways:
(1) they may consume energy directly, and (2) may
affect the amount of energy consumed for HVAC.
and hot food are examples of objects which affect HVAC
consumption without consuming energy directly; equip
ment and lighting generally affect both ways.

Guidelines for fJ-tn~~.P.t'1l''I!' Simulation of Commercial Bui/dJ,yttJrs ... 1~ 143



Simulation programs draw on several different modeler
inputs to compute both the direct energy consumption of
internal loads and the effect of these loads on HVAC
operation. We have already discussed the of
distinguishing between equipment nameplate power rating
and average operating energy consumption~ It is critical
that the modeler carefully select input values for maximum
hourly energy consumption and daily consumption profiles
(i.e. hourly schedules). The Guidelines recommends
values for both types of input for several different building
types~

The modeler must also carefully consider what portion of
the internal loads become sensible or latent cooling loads
to the HVAC equipment. defaults are often
inappropriate--especiaHy for cooking certain
process and .!l..li.j;",l!.A'-J.JU.,.".

HVAC ~vs~tenlS

not be the same as the actual designed system, but that
more closely represents its operation than the program
default for that system. If the program does not offer

options, the modeler should consider use of a
different program.

The modeler should question the default
simulation of system type. Questions the modeler should
consider might include: (1) What control options are
available for each system type? (2) Does the system type
anow outside air ventilation? (3) Does the program default
for part-load efficiency the actual equipment
performance? (4) Is reheat assigned automatically if
multiple zones are to a "single" zone system?
(5) Are the supply fans on continuously, on only during
occupied hours, or on and off at all times? (6) Is
the reheat source electric or gas? A competent modeler
win think of many other questions that must be asked
when and inputs.

All energy simulation programs offer
the modeler some latitude in HVAC system selection. Our
work and the work of others has shown that selection of
the HVAC is one of the drivers of
simulated in a C.
Corson bn21Ilee,nnl2

Controls are one of the most factors
in the simulation of energy consumption. Theoretical

for control ECMs are easily overestimated.
Accurate of energy savings can only be
achieved if control ECMs are defined by a sequence of
VIJ""....l"I~.i.VJ...!.t.J' common to the the installed system, and
the use of the once it has been installed.

terms like start, intelligent
recovery, and cold deck reset are often thrown about as

their defInitions were that is not the
case. The energy from anyone of these strategies
aelDerl(1S on the details of how it is achieved. A modeler
cannot model any of these functions unless a
sequence of ,..,._ ...... _""61-" ...... ,.... .." has been established.

Communication between the and the other parties
in any project involving controls is important to achieving
COIlsu;teI1CY between estimated and actual energy savings.

Information about specific control (e.g.
the~rlIlostat:s'l sensors, actuators) is best obtained by
with the nlanufacturer's at their central
office. Information about the sequence of operations,
~Ji..lI.V'1I.a..r;;;.JlLJ... is best obtained, often with difficulty, from either
the bid documents or from the controls contractor.

In any communications between the and the
designers, manufacturers, owners or building operators, it
is important to seek a common understanding and
documentation of the sequence of operations underlying
the estimated savings. can sometimes be achieved

the and phase through use of
n~"8'"i'n~II"'t"'Ir'II'!:lnr~p SI)ecltl(~atlon:S'l written either by the designer

bUll!CUDiZ are
are not,

that may

controL Most programs
and control

sequences once a has been selected. Some-
times these defaults are of the actual
but often are not. And in SOlne programs, these
defaults cannot be overridden~

The familiar names of
grams can lull the modeler into

match between the actual or aeSa2tlea
simulated From a simulation oelrSDiecltlvlB..
an HVAC is a combination of eQ1Luplmt~nt

with

The actual differences between one air distribu-
tion and another often more on differ-
ences between the control than
characteristics intrinsic to the distribution
Such control include economizer ..... .....,~J ... Jlll,JL.r;;;. ..

air reset, fa.n
variable air volume.
restricted for some air distribution
user should take this into account when seliectLn1!

the modeler must ensure that the
characteristics of the or actual

the program~ If
the modeler should consider a



or, if necessary, the modeler ~ These specifications should
include sequences of operations to be performed the
new controls.

effect on energy consumption. Modelers should take care
in their assumptions about fan schedule and fan mode of
operation during both occupied and unoccupied periods.

It is also important that modelers do what can to
promote documentation and building operator training.
Even a simple night setback thermostat can be difficult to
use properly without adequate documentation~ Control
documentation should include a description of the intent of
the controls under all modes of operation, the control
algorithms being used, and a clear explanation of how to
change the control settings and schedules. The
performance and full specifications should require
adequate documentation, and training of the occupant or
building operator.

The Guidel~es discusses in detail a number of specific
common controls situations. These include warm-up
controls, heat pump setback, heat
baseboard), and energy management and
controls systems.

If the minimum ventilation air is input as a percent of the
total supply CFM, the supply CFM becomes important in
determining the outside air loads on the HVAC system. In
new construction, the supply CFM is generally determined
by the design cooling loads. However, designers win
usually specify a certain minimum supply CFM to ensure
adequate air distribution and ventilation~

For retrofit projects, the existing supply CFM may be
more or less than what is required to satisfy current loads.
If that is the case, the simulation to assign supply
CFMs may estimate heating, and to a lesser
extent, cooling loads. Modelers should read the original
design CFM off the mechanical drawings or, preferably,
the latest air balance report, unless the building operator
or owner indicates that there has been a significant
undocumented in the air flow rates~

For both new and existing buildings, the modeler should
check that the input for design supply looks
reasonable. If audit or information is available,
these should be used. If not, rules of thumb in the
Guidelines can be used~

Modelers often overlook exterior
to the building and equipment within the building that
does not contribute to HVAC heating or cooling loads~

External loads might include such as car washes,
............'......._ .... ... ..,IJ, S'WU1()ffimg pools, exterior lighting, gas pumps,
water pumps, and sidewalk systems. Non-HVAC

interior loads might include elevators, process
and so forth. If the intent is to

estimate the actual bins that the owner win be
then it is imperative that the modeler try to

calculate or simulate these loads. However, if the
modeling intent is to estimate either HVAC system
performance or the incremental savings of ECMs that
influence the HVAC systems, then it is less to
simulate the hidden energy users.

Another "hidden n internal load that is easily missed but
that can strongly drive building energy use and HVAC
performance is a large mainframe computer system. Such
systems can have an annual energy use index on the
order of 2.0 for large office buildings (Pratt et
al. 1990). The modeler should specifically ask the owner
and design team whether they plan such a computer
system for the building in Since these systems

Simulation of
zone is relatively straightforward~

Assuming that the modeler did a job of
the the simulation is more or less forced to
account for and cooling load appropriately. How-
ever, when a serves zones, there is

nnl"'lln~hl1"'llllhl for errors in and cooling load
Simulation of simultaneous and cool-

where none actually occurs
Other common prOIOle:ms

....,...,...... "'.......'...... inaccurate JnI'!.II"i·1_81"&'!.II"~

erroneous with central
The Guidelines discusses in detail the
zone, dual variable air and W}l;~T'-;(llnn

pump

Fan schedules and CFM are
and

because linked to
ventilation HVAC loads the
stn)nQrest drivers of HVAC energy (2) the
arrlount of reheat or of hot and cold air that takes

mUltll:»le-ZOIle s;\'st.em~L (3) central plant equipment
(4) fan motor energy

COlmputt~r OJl ..U ..U~J.Q,"J!.V.Jl.Jl.o'J the fan operation during unoccu-
is typically designated as either cycling

as necessary to maintain heating and set-
or on continuously. Even during occupied periods,

many operators allow their fans to cycle to meet
load. The amount of time the fan is off has a dramatic
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served a stand-alone air conditioning
the modeler may decide that the purpose of the

mC)Qe:lml2 can be met without considering the
COlmDlutt~r center and its C:!'1'Bi1!i"1I"'>JI""''<I''il"" .... ...,, eql11pme;nt.

We recommend the following protocol for error checking:

(1) Check the calculation of inputs for errors prior to

The aseline Building

We cannot over-stress the importance of the baseline
building modeL The energy savings calculation always has
two parts--the to be evaluated (with one or more

and the baseline Error in the calculated
savings can arise from error in the as-designed
building or from error in the baseline. But we have found
that modelers most often are in their creation of
the baseline model.

Check to make sure the units of measure (e.g. kW,
hp, feet, Btu) agree with instructions in the simulation
manual.

(3) Check inputs for typographical errors before running
the model.

(4) Check output to see whether end use consumption and
hourly and monthly profiles are reasonable. (Compare
actual and simulated consumption where possible.)

before the previous

ocumentation

Do not "tweak1f uncertain
steps have been taken.

odel

The Guidelines recommends of input and
to An appendix gives a table of

derived energy use indices for various end
in the northwest.

of the baseline building simulation to
statistical end-use data for a similar building type.

modelers should not expect identical end-use
gross suggest that the output

be rnl':"C11"'8_~<:""~

The model (and the con-esponding baseline)
may be used in several different ways. Its primary use of
course is to estimate ECM savings. Beyond this, the
model may be used as the basis for a future as-built

or even a tuned and calibrated model. It also may
be to review. it may serve the
Inodelers themselves as a basis for other building
simulation prC)le(~ts.

The
defme baseline for the range of encountered
in the one of the lessons learned from
the was that it is to cover all of the

in a baseline defmition. Nevertheless, it is
to state a of sources for defInition.

These include local or energy codes,
national standards , ASHRAE 90. an InClepen<1el1ltlv

cornpl1ed definition of common construction and
~'tJl'""ll"1i-...... .r<> conditions ,.".,a.,I-""'...... i~.. il' OfOlec1tsL

In addition to these sources,
modelers with a list of to be held constant
between the baseline and energy efficient unless an
ECM addresses one of the These

include occupancy and
usage (4)

internal schedules and (6) ventilation
air schedules and amounts, (7)

thermostat setlPolnts
and wall area, energy
(11) external and

Error Checking

used when developing the models. Without this documen
tation, future users can never know whether a given input
was based on calculation, informed assumption, guess,
desire, or error. As a coronary, lack of documentation
promotes distrust of the simulation results.

from the we recommend that
modeling documentation include a list of project
contacts, software used and the reasons for selection,

a list of aU information sources used, (4) a building

At the same time that modelers track of hovv the
software works and assess its accuracy, also need to

a eye on their own contributions to the
simulations.

energy simulations a
number of some of which are less than exciting.
An accurate simulation that the modeler n1l"r~'Tlr~o

an accurate detailed of the building to be
and enter that information into the CO]rn.putt~r

without careless errors. Patience with detail is an
of simulation work.
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description including envelope, HVAC, lighting, and
miscellaneous equipment, (5) operating schedule
assumptions, (6) a description of building zoning as
modeled, (7) code compliance check calculations, (8) a
detailed description of each ECM modeled, (9) a table
showing modeling results, (10) a table showing annual
end-use EUIs, (II) a table summary of all recommended
ECMs, (12) a description of any software package limita
tions that affect the simulation, (13) a description of any
known bugs, errors, and so forth in the software or the
model, (14) all backup calculations and assumptions, and
(15) hard copies of specified input and output reports.
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The Energy Edge project provides one of the most
comprehensive "real world" experiences to date with
respect to modeling commercial buildings. We have
learned much about the sources of model errors and their
impacts on model accuracy. Although this project has been
a fertile ground for modeling lessons, much research work
remains. There is much we don't know about the relia-
bility of simulation for ECM savings estimates.

Conclusions

In the meantime, we believe the Guidelines win serve as a
valuable tool for conservation program managers and
commercial building modelers. 'Ibe Guidelines win
(1) assure the appropriate use of building simulation
Inodels, and (2) the accuracy of model outputs--

with to energy estimates for
ECMs. We also believe that modelers have an important
role to play in assure that the ECMs they
recommend actually deliver the energy savings that were
estimatedG
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